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Hi!
We’re kin+kind.
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We use simple 
plant-based ingredients 
because pets live 
healthier lives when we 
let nature do it’s work.

Natural
Works Better



Conventional pet products don’t focus on the needs of our 
pets. Low cost options are made with chemicals and heavy 

processing that put profit before pets. 



Our products are made with less processing than
conventional alternatives to protect your pets and our planet

from unnecessary and harmful chemicals. 
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We start with the needs of 
our pets, and design products 
that work for them. 

Pets First



Our in-house team includes 
a veterinarian, formulator, 
and petcare professionals 
that put pets first. 

Designed by
Experts

Dina
Formulator
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Alex
Production

Not only do we manufacture 
everything in our US facility 
with employees paid a decent 
living wage, we source all 
product components from the 
US where possible.

Mixed by Hand
in the USA
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Planet Friendly Safe+Effective
Certified Organic +

GMO Free
Minimal Ingredients

That We Know 
Vet Formulated +

Mixed by Hand in the USA

Natural
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5H3Vc_an900


Pet consumers are demanding 
natural+organic products 

more than ever.

74%
prefer non GMO

51%
consider organic
more nutritious

51%
say safety is the most

important factor 

Compare to:

fewer consumers 
think price is the most 
important factor when 

purchasing.* Nielson, March 2016, 
“The Humanization of Pet 
Food”

** Packaged Facts, Oct 
12, 2016, “Natural, Organic, 
and Eco-Friendly Pet 
Products in the U.S., 6th 
Edition.”

17%
***

*
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Pet product choices 
are no longer solely 
cost driven.
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of pet owners say 
they treat their pet 
like family. *

* Mintel, September 2017, “US sales of pet 
treats outpace dog/cat food over the last five 
years”
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66%
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skin coat Flea I Tick I Skunk

scent supplements CBD



Skin
Our Clean Ears is 
water-free and 
certified organic.
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Skin
Our moisturizers are 
certified organic and 
suitable for all 
seasons.
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Skin
Our organic* itch 
relief solutions are 
designed for direct 
spot treatment or 
overall body relief.

* Hot Spot Stick is certified 
organic and Medicated 
Shampoo is made with certified 
organic ingredients.
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Adventure
The most natural 
solution for fleas, ticks, 
and skunks.

+ Natural preservative
+ Alcohol free
+ Sulfate free
+ Pyrethrins free
+ Pyrethroid free
+ DEET free
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And the most effective solution.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dnnh9ha6jYo


Shampoo
Common problems.
Natural solutions.

+ Essential oils
+ Sulfate free
+ Paraben free
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Waterless
Bath
Real soap.
Real clean.
Real easy.

+ Essential oils
+ Alcohol free
+ Sulfate free
+ Paraben free
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Scent
Natural fragrance that 
is strong enough for 
your home and safe 
enough for your pet.

+ Essential oils
+ Alcohol free
+ Sulfate free
+ Paraben free
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SUPPLEMENTS
+ USDA organic
+ Real food
+ Raw ingredients
+ Easy to feed
+ Accessible price
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Hip & Joint
Support for senior
and active pets.

+ Turmeric
+ Black pepper
+ Coconut
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Pumpkin Boost
Supports regular bowels.

+ Pumpkin
+ Flaxseed
+ Coconut
+ Ginger
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Raw BerryBoost
Supports urinary health and 
provides antioxidants.

+ Blueberry
+ Cranberry
+ Coconut
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Raw VitaBoost
Supergreen multivitamins for 
a healthy skin and coat.

+ Wheatgrass
+ Seaweed
+ Coconut
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CBD Topicals
Novel topical 
applications, 
optimized for 
pets.*

* CBD Calm Balm is certified 
organic. CBD Ears and CBD 
Foam are made with certified 
organic ingredients.
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CBD Tinctures
Made with organic 
olive oil for easy 
digestion.

+ Full spectrum hemp
+ MCT oil free
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Thank
you!



@kinandkind
www.kin-kind.com
sales@kin-kind.com

http://www.kin-kind.com

